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What was discussed last Friday

- Regarding Tevatron measurements of Afb and Wjj.

- Light V' (mV' < mt) can contribute to both Afb and Wjj.

- Demonstration of important unfolding issue.

- Summary of hadron collider phenos of t-channel physics 
models (mostly for mV' > mt)

- Hadron collider phenos for the light V'.

- Direct asymmetry observbales at the LHC.

 



Today, a non-Abelian model and pheno
 
 - Focus on one specific model : non-Abelian model of V'-u-t 
coupling.

- Issues in Model buildings. 
 
- Hadron collider phenomenology (some are for this model, 
some are for general t-channel models).
 



Abelian model suffers

Abelian Z'-u-t model is a simple implementation of t-channel 
physics idea.

 
 
 
But, Z' couples both to top and 
anti-top. Like-sign dileptons from
like-sign top pairs are already strong 
for most of parameter space except
for the light Z'. LHC will probe there
as well. 



Lagrangian for non-Abelian Zut model

SU(2) model.  (t_R, u_R) is a doublet. 

If gauge boson couples to mass eigenstate fermions, mixing 
between t_R and u_R will be induced, parametrized by cos 
theta = c.



Mixing angle c
 
For c=1,
 
    W'+ couples only to t-ubar  and  W'- to u-tbar.
For c < 1,

  All sorts of couplings are induced :  W'+ to t-ubar, u-tbar, t-
tbar, u-ubar.
  It's possible only when there exists non-doublet Higgs.
  
We will work in a region around c=1 to avoid like-sign top pairs.

 



Top number : convenient for memory

Top number = +1  for top and W'+.
Top number = -1   for anti-top ant W'-.

Each top number breaking by a unit 1 accompanies sin theta 
suppression (amplitude).

ex1) ttbar production preserves top number. propto s^0
 
ex2) single top production is propto s^1
 
ex3) like-sign top pair is propto s^2

Thus, dangerous contributions are suppressed by s.

 



Many diagrams, but qualitatively t-
channel exchange of W'
 



Masses of gauge boson W' and Z' 
 
We want (light) W'. Can we heavy-decouple Z'? Not likely.

 
 
For the vacuum with <T3=T> and T >>1,
   MW'^2 is propto T
   MZ'^2 is propto T^2
 
So possible to decouple Z' with a very large rep. But not 
beautiful.  ==> We consider light W' and Z'.



Masses of gauge boson W' and Z'

Effective Yukawa from Doublet Higgs phi_D.
 
 
 
- Other Higgs rep does not allow this low-dimension Yukawa. 
- Top Yukawa (v_D/M) comes from this doublet Higgs.

- M can't too above W'/Z' masses. 

- Doublet vev gives common masses to all W' and Z'.
==> We consider light W' and Z' s.
 



Constraints on light gauge bosons
 

 



Before and after the unfolding

 



Inclusive ttbar cross sections 
(Tevatron)
 
 



Inclusive ttbar cross sections (LHC7)
 
 



Why non-zero theta (c<1) considered?
 

1. To relax dijet bound on Z'.
     (see previous figures)
 
 
2. To suppress faking contributions to inclusive xsec. 
 
 



c-dependence and like-sign top pairs 
again
  



LHC Afb 
 
With respect to the ttbar boost direction,
 
 
 
 
for Mtt>450GeV.
- 25% chance of mismatch of q-direction and boost direction.

- A_boost = 6% is predicted (while Afb = 15%, Afb+=30%).

- Roughly a few fb-1 of data is required to gain statistics.


